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Oral Communication Skills 
Level 4 

 
Activity 5 They Remind me… 
 

 

Give a personal response to this text, by discussing the motives and feelings of the 

key personalities, as well as recounting the plot. 

 

 

 

In a nutshell: he was born, he lived and he died.  
 
In the late 1800’s he was the first of his kind to come out in aristocratic circles and claim his 
change of gender. Oswald Williker Esq. was born in 1811 to a wealthy aristocratic family in 
north Cornwall. He was the first boy following six sisters and the delight of his aging father. A 
son to whom the estate would pass, the heir to his name and fortune, the ‘clone’ of his own 
knowledge and aspirations. Baron Oswald Williker had attempted a number of times to enter 
the political arena but found his lack of education, and his ‘country style’ woefully inadequate 
for the machinations of the political fray. Thus, the birth of his son heralded new times for the 
Williker family. 
 
Yet, it was not to be. Oswald in true country gentleman style grew up surrounded by his 
loving and over-indulgent sisters, mother and father, then was sent off to the most reputable 
boarding school in the country at the tender age of eight, to return, after learning the horrors 
of boy’s school politics, to the haven of his family when he was eighteen years of age. While 
his sisters were now gone from home, married with their own families, his aged mother and 
father still kept the nanny he had had when a small boy. It was to her he turned when he 
began to fancy himself in his sisters’ discarded clothes. At first it was just playing around, 
then because of his isolation in the country, his marks had not propelled him into any college, 
and he was so unremarkable that the diplomatic corps had also passed him over. He would 
not enter politics in the way his father had hoped, but he would be the catalyst for generations 
of political gender issues raised primarily for men, that in time supported the voice of women 
suffragettes. 
 
Oswald was a slender, tall young man, with the long hair of the day caught back in a long 
ponytail. His blue eyes were particularly arresting and his mother had hoped he would easily 
find a bride to bring to the estate. Yet, his old nanny wanted to keep him there, dressing up, 
isolated and within her control.  
Two years passed and Oswald wanted to show herself to see if she could pass as a woman 
so the nanny organised a invitation to a distant estate through an acquaintance and Oswald 
left for the weekend, but Osmira attended the ball. She was a huge success, feted by all the 
rich young nobles in the area, and her beauty, wit and excellent figure came to the notice of 
one of the King’s cousins. 
 
It was weeks later when a messenger arrived to see Osmira having tracked her whereabouts 
down and a summons was given to appear at a ball given by the King. Oswald and the nanny 
were terrified, his parents were delighted but puzzled by the name on the invitation. They 
urged their son to attend. Oswald decided that he would attend, he would leave as Oswald 
and arrive as Osmira. Once again he was the toast of the ball, the King’s cousin was 
enamoured and pressed his suit. Osmira, having realized what she could have been had she 
been born a woman, declined him. 
 
She returned to her parents’ estate as Oswald and married the daughter of a local noble 
family with whom he had four children. Years later when his parents had died, he started 
organizing ‘costume parties’ where he was able to dress up as Osmira again .His penchant 
for then ‘living’ in costume led to other s – men and women- coming to stay on weekends – 
coming as themselves then dressing as who they wanted to be without fear of reprisal. 
 
When his children left home and his wife died, he remained as Osmira and as an old lady 
died peacefully in his sleep.  
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Activity 5 Cont’d 

 

 

Personal Response 
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Oral Communication Skills 
Level 4 

 
Activity 11 Opinions 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

I saw the two boys run past 
my shop-window as though 
someone was chasing them. 
Then I heard a screech of 
brakes. That last boy was 
lucky he was just knocked 
down and not hurt. 

From the shopkeepers statement you two boys grabbed the 
chips and raced out the door. He stated that he ran out to 
try to stop you but by that time you had crossed the road 
and a car trying to avoid you crashed into another one. So, 
in fact the shopkeeper had not left the premises and was 
not in pursuit when your brother was almost hit by the car 
as he ran across the road. 

They’ve been into the shop heaps of times before and I’ve had to keep a close 
eye on them… mind you they haven’t taken anything ‘til this time and they 
probably ditched the chips after the cars crashed. 

It was just for fun – we didn’t take 

anything. We were sick of ol’ nosy 

staring at us everytime we went into the 

shop. as though we were going to steal 

some of his precious stuff. So Joey said 

to me – hey let’s run past the chips stand 

an’ rustle the packets as we go past then 

hurl out the door – he’ll think we took 

something at last and come tearing out 

after us but we won’t have anything so 

we can’t get into trouble – hey? 

We were laughing so hard and running 

that Joey didn’t see that car – then we 

heard the bang! I’ll never forget it – I’m 

so glad he’s ok …. Mum’s goin to kill us 

for this! 

A: You idiot! What the hell are you playing at? 

Can’t to see in front of you? 

 

B: It was the kids one ran across the road in front 

of me, the other was right behind and I had to 

swerve to miss him! He’s the one I want to have 

a talk to!  

 

A: No boy is going to be paying for this damage 

that YOU did! Give me your details, the 

copper’s over there talking to those boys so 

when he’s finished there it’s time for you an’ 

me to have a little chat! 

 

B: I assure you I am not going anywhere so you 

don’t have to insinuate that I would deliberately 

try to get out of my responsibility to pay for the 

damage I have caused. Whether it is the boy’s 

fault or not, I doubt whether he has insurance 

that would cover that. So here are my details 

and I want your details too – my insurance 

company will handle this so no more 

accusations thank you 
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Activity 11 Cont’d 

 

 

What are the attitudes, opinions and perceptions of the conversations, and how do 

you know? Explain how you have arrived at those conclusions with reference to: 

register, context, audience, bias. 
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Oral Communication Skills 
Level 4 

 
Activity 14 Stereotyping 
 

 
Misunderstandings between people may occur because of differences in cultural 

backgrounds or life experiences - identify and analyse the value judgements, 
prejudices and stereotypes represented in these spoken texts. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Really? I didn’t think a 

sergeant’s wage could afford 

those clothes for his wife. 

and you have two children 

too?… they aren’t second 

hand are they? Did your 

Amah get them? 

I believe that all fathers 

should take responsibility 

for their children. There’s 

nothing wrong with being a 

House Dad. We need to value 

the work done at home, the 

rearing of children, cooking, 

shopping, keeping clothes 

and home clean these are all 

jobs that create a solid, 

nurturing atmosphere in the 

home. Employment in the 

home is as important or more 

so, than work outside the 

home. 

What can’t you understand? A boy, a youth, a 
young man in his prime… is dead! Witnesses to his 
death are white, Lebanese, Vietnamese and his 
mob. They can’t all be telling a lie about what they 
saw. You’ve been asking around, surely you must 
realize that the truth must come out. There is no 
place to hide the facts – they chased him thinking 
he had a stolen bike and in the scuffle to arrest him 
he hit his head on the concrete wall. We all know 
this is the truth…. This is what happened… you 
must face the facts. Your officers innately distrust 
our people… so when they arrest someone it is 
usually done with more force than necessary or 
more than someone who is white or yellow or 
whatever colour – as long as it is one of us, we get 
the ‘just a little bit’ harder hits, shoves … and in the 
end? Here we are….. 
We have to have peace but not at the cost of this 
boy’s or another’s life because you will not 
recognise what we all know. We can sit and talk 
about it all day but unless you recognise this truth, 
we cannot move forward to work out some 
strategies… some solutions….. Have you ever 
seriously looked into the eyes of any of your 
officers and asked them to tell you the truth? How 
do they feel about our people? How they react to 
one of us when we need help? What actions do 
they take to help? Or shall I give more stories of 
when our pleas for help were rejected or a blind 
eye turned to the young ones with the paper bags. 
is this a form of assimilation? To drive us into 
oblivion if you hound us enough? Well? …. What 
do you say? 
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Activity 14 Cont’d 

 

 

Explain or write your response. 
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Oral Communication Skills 
Level 4 

 
Activity 15 Self Assessment 
 

 

Name ....................................................  
Aspects of 

Communication 
Task Activity Description Date Task Self Assessment Activity Date 

Procedural 

Communication 
1 This is the safe way  1 

Demonstrate procedure to a 

new employee 
 

 2 I won’t be in today  2 
Practice active listening and 

questioning skills in class 
 

 3 Follow the steps  3 
Explain what contingency 

plans might be for a new 

machine 

 

Technical 

Communication 
4 This is the solution   4 

Help a friend work through 

a written bank statement 
 

 5  Clear Instructions  5 
Ask a friend’s opinion of a 

movie or book 
 

Personal 

Communication 
6 

What do you need to 

know? 
 6 

Compare ideas about a play 

or movie or book 
 

 7 The things I like to do are  7  Introduce self at a meeting  

 8 This is what happened…..  8 
Gather opinions forma 

group about a possible 

breakdown in machinery 

 

Cooperative 

Communication 
9 The story goes…  9 

Explain a selection criteria 

to a friend 
 

 10 Could we talk about this?  10 Practice being an MC  

 11 Let’s do it this way  11 
Support ideas by naming 

sources of information 
 

Systems 

communication 
12 

And who do you want to 

speak to? 
 12 

Co-ordinate colleagues to 

finish a project 
 

 13 What he said was ......  13 
Argue for a change in the 

local school policy 
 

Public 

Communication 
14 So how was your day?  14 

Set up a program to identify 

stereotyping  
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